
Legends of Learning UberStory 
 

Phase One: Save Legends Academy 
 

Chapter One: Whispers of Danger 
 
QUEST 1.1: Defeat the Bewilderment Drone 
 
SUMMARY: As soon as Player appears, they find Spiney Norman being attacked by a 
Bewilderment Drone. He is losing. Player steps in and must defeat the Bewilderment Drone. 
 
NPCs: Spiney Norman 
 
PLAYER ACTIONS: Fight Bewilderment Drone 
 
QUEST OBJECTS: None 
 
--After defeating the Bewilderment Drone, Spiney Norman thanks Player for rescuing him. He 
then offers to help Player find Dean Brainia. Spiney leads Player to Dean Brainia. Player and 
Spiney Norman tell Dean Brainia about the Bewilderment Drone. She is alarmed and wants to 
call the other instructors to ask if they’ve noticed anything out of the ordinary. However, she 
can’t find her Knowledge Pad (an iPad-like device) to make the call. 
 
QUEST 1.2: Find Dean Brainia’s Knowledge Pad 
 
SUMMARY: Player search the area of the Central Square for Dean Brainia’s Knowledge Pad. 
 
NPCs: Spiney Norman, Dean Brainia 
 
PLAYER ACTIONS: Journey around the Central Square in search of the Knowledge Pad 
 
QUEST OBJECTS: Knowledge Pad 
 
--Once Player retrieves the Knowledge Pad and returns it to Dean Brainia, she sends Player to 
meet with Dr. Dozer at the Training Dojo. It is quite close, very difficult to get lost. Player enters 
the Training Dojo and meets Dr. Dozer. 
 
QUEST 1.3: Defeat the Training Drones 
 
SUMMARY: Dr. Dozer trains Player in battle. First, Player defeats a simulation of One 
Bewilderment Drone. Dr. Dozer then ‘takes off the training wheels’ and pits Player against three 
Bewilderment Drones. Player will lose this battle. 



 
NPCs: Dr. Dozer 
 
PLAYER ACTIONS: Battle Simulation Bewilderment Drones 
 
QUEST OBJECTS: None 
 
--Dr. Dozer tells Player to build up skills and then come back and try again. Upon leaving the 
Training Dojo, Player finds Spiney Norman waiting for him. Dean Brainia asked Spiney to ask 
Chef Miguel if he’s noticed anything unusual. Chef is not answering his Knowledge Pad, which 
is normal because he’s probably busy cooking. Spiney admits that he is actually afraid of Chef 
Miguel because of all the hot sauce the Chef uses. He asks Player to alert Chef for him. 
 
QUEST 1.4: Speak to Chef Miguel 
 
SUMMARY: Player searches the grounds for the Kitchen. Some NPCs he meets along the way 
will give him good directions, others (recruits) don’t know. One (a female recruit who is actually 
Professor Kameleon in disguise) will give him bad directions. Player will eventually find Chef 
Miguel and speak to him. 
 
NPCs: Chef Miguel, any of the other NPCs who happen to be in the Central Square at the 
beginning of the game. 
 
PLAYER ACTIONS: Walking around the square. Possibly speaking to NPCs. 
 
QUEST OBJECTS: None 
 
--Once Player finds the kitchen, Player meets Chef Miguel. He may or may not have noticed 
something unusual, but he doesn’t care because his pizza is not spicy enough. He needs the 
hottest peppers from the garden but can’t leave the kitchen. 
 
QUEST 1.5: Collect Chef Miguel’s Peppers 
 
SUMMARY: Chef Miguel sends Player off to collect his peppers. First, Player must find the 
Garden. Ms. Zane is tending the garden. She does not like anyone to bother her plants, so she 
TESTS Player with a question before allowing Player to enter the garden. Upon entering the 
garden, Player must collect only the hottest peppers from among those in the garden. However, 
it is impossible for Player to carry any peppers because they are so hot they burn Player’s 
hands. For now, Quest 1.5 cannot be completed. 
 
NPCs: Chef Miguel, Ms. Zane 
 
PLAYER ACTIONS: Locate the Garden. Picking a pepper. 



 
QUEST OBJECTS: Red Hot Peppers 
 
--Leaving the garden, Player is waylaid by Gadgetron. He needs help testing a new, Upgraded 
Knowledge Delivery Wristband. Player follows Gadgetron back to his Workshop. 
 
QUEST 1.6: Defeat 24 Karat 
 
SUMMARY: At the workshop, Payer meets 24 Karat. Gadgetron pits Player against 24 Karat to 
test his new and improved Knowledge Delivery Wristband (a power-up). 
 
NPCs: Gadgetron, 24 Karat 
 
PLAYER ACTIONS: Battle 24 Karat 
 
QUEST OBJECTS: Upgraded Knowledge Delivery Wristband 
 
--Once Player defeats 24 Karat, Gadgetron thanks Player by giving Player the upgraded 
Knowledge Delivery Wristband. He also says that if Player sees anything he likes in the front 
room of his workshop, he’s welcome to it, with certain restrictions, of course. 
 
QUEST 1.7: Find Protective Gloves 
 
SUMMARY: Gadgetron happens to have a pair of Protective Gloves lying on a bench in the 
front room of his workshop. There are many other things in the workshop, but for anything other 
than the Protective Gloves, Gadgetron has an excuse why Player can’t have it. 
 
NPCs: Gadgetron 
 
PLAYER ACTIONS: Search the room for the Protective Gloves 
 
QUEST OBJECTS: Protective Gloves, anything else we want to place in Gadgetron’s workshop. 
 
--Once Player finds the Protective Gloves, Player is able to return to the garden and complete 
Quest 1.5. 
 
QUEST 1.8: Return peppers to Chef Miguel 
 
SUMMARY: Player exits garden after collecting enough of the hottest peppers and heads for 
the kitchen. Before Player reaches the kitchen, however, Player is stopped by Dean Brainia. 
First, Dean Brainia wants to know what Player is doing with the peppers. When Player tells her 
they are for Chef Miguel, she stops him. No way is she going to allow Chef Miguel use those 
peppers in Academy food. They would burn people’s throats. She takes the peppers from 



Player and will go dispose of them safely. Meanwhile, she asks Player to head to the Academy 
Library. She got a strange message from Bookworm and wants to know what’s going on. 
 
--QUEST 1.8 Cancelled-- 
 
QUEST 1.9: Find the Library 
 
SUMMARY: Player must search the grounds of the Academy until Player finds the Library. 
Bookworm is waiting outside. 
 
NPCs: Bookworm 
 
PLAYER ACTIONS: Locate the Library 
 
QUEST OBJECTS: None 
 
--Reaching the library, Bookworm sees Player and is confused. She is certain she just saw 
Player go inside the Library not five minutes ago. She is suspicious of Player and TESTS him 
with a question. Once player answers the question correctly, Bookworm accepts that Player is a 
real recruit. But then, who entered the Library earlier? 
 
QUEST 1.10: RESCUE THE TRAPPED RECRUITS 
 
SUMMARY: Bookworm explains that the Library suddenly went nuts a few minutes ago. The 
stacks multiplied and moved around and the place became a labyrinth. There are other recruits 
trapped inside. Bookworm sent in Hansel and Gretel (they are excellent trackers) to find the 
other recruits, but they were defeated by Bewilderment Drones and were too confused to be of 
any help. Since Bookworm is not a physical being, she can’t defeat the Drones herself. She’s 
called for Cpt. Kyd, but worries he may not get here in time. Player enters the Library Labyrinth. 
Player must find four recruits in the maze. There are three Bewilderment Drones in the maze. 
The maze is structured so that the player will find the fourth recruit immediately after defeating 
the third drone. 
 
NPCs: Bookworm, Four NPC Recruits 
 
PLAYER ACTIONS: Search the Maze, Battle Bewilderment Drones 
 
QUEST OBJECTS: None. 
 
--Upon finding the fourth lost recruit, the Library returns to normal. Player exits the library to find 
Bookworm, who is shocked. She swears Player just left the Library thirty seconds ago and 
asked for directions to the sewer system. She again TESTS Player with a question to make sure 



Player is real. Then, worried, tells gives Player directions to the Entrance to the Sewer System, 
but warns Player not to enter the sewers before Cpt. Kyd arrives.  
 
QUEST 1.11: Find the Sewers 
 
SUMMARY: Player decides to find the Entrance to the Sewer System anyway. Follows 
Bookworm’s directions. The directions include using the Central Fountain as a reference point. 
Once Player finds the Central Fountain, player will travel down another path. But where Player 
expects to find the sewers, Player finds the Dorms instead. When Player returns to the Central 
Fountain, it isn’t there. Player is confused. Screams are heard up ahead. Player follows the 
screams and finds the Entrance to the Sewers.  
 
NPCs: None 
 
PLAYER ACTIONS: Locating the Sewers 
 
QUEST OBJECTS: None 
 
--Player knows he/she is supposed to wait for Cpt. Kyd, but more screams are heard. Player 
recognises the screams. It’s Spiney Norman! He’s in trouble. Player throws caution to the wind 
and enters the Sewers. 
 
QUEST 1.12: Find Spiney Norman/Fight Bewilderment Drones 
 
SUMMARY: Player follows the screams into the Sewers and is ambushed by three 
Bewilderment Drones! 
 
NPCs: None 
 
PLAYER ACTION: Journey into the sewers. Battle Bewilderment Drones. 
 
QUEST OBJECTS: None 
 
--Once Player defeats the drones, Player quickly journeys deeper into the Sewers. Player can 
hear Spiney Norman up ahead. Player calls out to Spiney Norman. Spiney Norman answers 
and begs for help. Player runs around the corner and comes face to face with two Spiney 
Normans.  
 
QUEST 1.13: Identify the Real Spiney Norman 
 
SUMMARY: Both Spiney Normans beg for Player’s help and claim the other Spiney Norman is 
an imposter. Player must use visual clues on the characters to identify the correct Spiney 
Norman, outing the imposter. 



 
NPCs: Spiney Norman (x2) 
 
PLAYER ACTIONS: Identify the correct Spiney Norman puzzle 
 
QUEST OBJECTS: None 
 
QUEST 1.14: BOSS BATTLE--Defeat Fake Spiney Norman 
 
SUMMARY: Once Player identifies the correct Spiney Norman, the other one attacks. 
 
NPCs: Spiney Norman (x2) 
 
PLAYER ACTIONS: Battle ‘Spiney Norman’ 
 
QUEST OBJECTS: None 
 
--FINAL CHAPTER TWIST: Once Player has defeated ‘Spiney Norman’ the villain flashes into 
Professor Kameleon. This happens just as Cpt. Kyd arrives, who can identify the Professor for 
the Player. Cpt. Kyd is incredulous. Professor Kameleon is a valued faculty member of Legends 
Academy. Professor Kameleon appears to ‘wake up’ as if from a dream or from being under a 
spell. He doesn’t remember what happened or why he is in the sewers. In fact, it is clear that he 
is very confused and doesn’t know much. Cpt. Kyd worries that the Professor has run afoul of 
the Force of Ignorance. He needs medical attention. Then Professor Kameleon has a moment 
of clarity. The Academy is in danger. He can’t remember why, or what it is in danger from, but 
he knows it is in danger. Something terrible is coming…. 
 


